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A Transraciolinguistic Approach for Racialized Students: Level 1

• Acknowledge the influence of the White Gaze and how it intersects with Migration and Language use to Influence Literacy Curriculum


• Phonics: Proper pronunciation, proper accent, accent reduction (i.e., White listening subject + Migration + Language)
• Spelling: Correct spelling (White gaze + Migration + Language)
• Writing: Writing well (White gaze + Migration + Language)
• Vocabulary: Correct vocabulary (White gaze + Migration + Language)
  • Goal of Reading and Literacy: Meaning-Making/Comprehension

A Transraciolinguistic Approach for Racialized Students: Level 2

• Disrupt and Dismantle Eurocentric Literacy Curriculum

A Transraciolinguistic Approach for Racialized Students: Level 3

- **Create Storylines with Racialized Youth**


**Rationale**

- Black immigrant populations often grapple with understanding how they are *positioned* by Black & other racialized peers as well as White peers.
- There is no reason why literacy curriculum should *fail* to prepare racialized (Black) (im)migrant/transnational middle/high-school students to identify and leverage their assets with these diverse peers.
- English literacy curriculum worldwide can no longer obscure this disconnect designed by white supremacy. Institutions must design literacy learning to address *prevailing fallacies* held by Blacks about each other.
- The next figure, "English Language Arts & Literacy (ELAR) Instructional Module," presents a visual depiction of how teachers can design modules that tap into Black immigrant & Black American students’ transraciolinguistic *assets* via metalinguistic, metacultural, metaracial understanding.

**Steps for Fostering a Transraciolinguistic Approach with Racialized (Black) Youth**

- **Step One:** Determine the "speech act" (i.e., oral interview, narrative, role play, multimodal product, etc.) through which the student will provide information about his or her academic and literate trajectory regarding intersections between (English) language, race, and other elements of culture broadly speaking.
  - **Example:** *Jaeda’s Oral Interview is the “Speech Act”* (see Appendix A)

- **Step Two:** Identify, with the student, how they position their language, race, and culture in general as well as how significant others position these elements when they are engaged in literate encounters. Identify the student’s reaction to being positioned in this way. Identify how the student responds when they perceive that they are positively and negatively positioned.
  - **Example:** *Jaeda creates a “Storyline” with Me*

  ![Speech Act – Oral Interview](image)

  **Storyline – Literate vs. Illiterate**
  
  Standardized English (or standardized language) is the goal. Those who don’t speak it are illiterate. If Jaeda wants to demonstrate she is literate, she needs to speak standardized English and other standardized language forms.

  ![Figure 1: Storyline: Jaeda’s Positioning in Interactions with her Mother](image)

  **Views herself as Learner of English – Believes mother expects her to learn to speak English better**
  
  **Views mother as Non-proficient in English – Mother responds by wanting to learn to speak English better**
  
  **Begins to view herself as Flexible with English repertoires – Decides to preserve all her Englishes**
  
  **Begins to view Mother as Proficient with Language – Mother responds by passing on proficiency in English (and other) languages**

- **Step Three:** Discuss with the student the elements that they use to overcome the negative positioning reflected in their "story-line". Work with the student to identify elements that they already use to develop a sense of agency in response to this positioning as well as other elements that they may have overlooked that can be useful based on their storyline.

- **Step Four:** Discuss with the student the elements that they use to overcome the negative positioning reflected in their "story-line". Work with the student to identify elements that they already use to develop a sense of agency in response to this positioning as well as other elements that they may have overlooked that can be useful based on their storyline.

- **Step Four:** Revisit, with the student, the "story-lines" developed, after time has elapsed to enable them to identify how his or her sense of agency has evolved based on the agentic practices used.
A Transraciolinguistic Approach for Racialized Students: Level 4

- Revamp Instructional Modules to Connect Racialized Youth


- There is continued disconnect within the Black population worldwide.
- There is no reason why literacy curriculum should fail to prepare racialized Black (im)migrant/transnational middle and high-school students to interact with Black peers of different backgrounds.
- English literacy curriculum worldwide can no longer obscure this disconnect designed by white supremacy. Institutions must design literacy learning to address prevailing fallacies held by Blacks about each other.
- The next figure, "English Language Arts & Literacy (ELAR) Instructional Module," presents a visual depiction of how teachers can design modules that tap into Black immigrant & Black American students' assets via metalinguistic, metacultural, metaracial understanding.

A Transraciolinguistic Approach for Mainstream Classrooms: Level 5

- Leverage a Transraciolinguistic Approach for All Students
  - A transraciolinguistic approach would not achieve its goals in literacy teaching and learning if it failed to move beyond the racialized students who are often on the receiving end and if it does not address organizations such as schools that continue to perpetuate raciolinguistic ideologies.
  - Teachers of literacy who are responsible for the instruction of non-racialized populations (i.e., white students) are capable of also leveraging a transraciolinguistic approach, enabling students perceived as monolingual, monocultural and monoracial, to better relate to racialized peers using metalinguistic, metacultural and metaracial understanding.
  - The instructional/lesson plan presented next is used to illustrate (see Appendix B).
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Appendix A

*Jaeda’s Excerpt One*

“My mom’s from Jamaica. She’s Jamaican. Her accent is Jamaican English. She lived like 20 years in England, 19 years in Jamaica. But the thing is me and my sister, we have language problems because my mom had a very thick accent like her family, so we started talking Patois all the time all the time so then we had to take English as a second language classes all the way up to middle school. Basically, like I feel I was speaking English [in elementary school], but you know, Jamaican, broken Jamaican; kids bullied me and my sister all the time. I would like, go home, cry about it because no one understands what I was saying. And my mom would say [back then], ‘Maybe you start being yourself you don’t have to worry about everybody else bullying you and stuff like that, just talk how, you know we all talk how as a family’ so I was like, no [laughter], not working. So then, I don’t know, I [later] transitioned in and out of three middle schools because with all the bullying, I had behavior problems, like me lashing out at people. I had a really big behavior problem in middle school. Yes, but back to my mom, now she hates sounding Jamaican. She became a proper person. She’s very proper. She reads a lot and I think that is kind of changing her. She reads all the time and so, she carries herself at high level and she wants me to meet that level. She doesn’t want me to speak down at this level [where I use Jamaican Creolized English]. She always wants me to learn different languages. She put her money aside for me to go back to China. She wants me to be fluent in Mandarin. I am working on language all the time because she wants me to speak Spanish and Mandarin at the same time. She knows Spanish, French, and something else. So now she pronounces her words; you’ll never hear her speak like, broken [Jamaican English], but you also hear the [Jamaican] accent. She sounds more American [now] but she still has problems with saying some difficult words. When I’m at home I speak totally different with the same [Jamaican] accent like my mom. Immediately, I can turn [my American accent] off and turn it on. I got used to that. So, when I’m at home, I am totally comfortable.”
Example of Mini-Lesson with Revised Standards to reflect (Trans)raciolinguistics

Name: ___________________________ Date of Mini-Lesson: ______________________
Grade Level ___________________ Content ___________________ Time Frame ____________

Mini-Lesson Overview

Central Focus:
- Students will develop an understanding of the variations that exist in spelling-sound correspondences leveraged by White students and linguistically diverse (immigrant) students of color.

Original Standards (Common Core State Standards, or Other Appropriate Standards):
- Phonics and Word Recognition: CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.1.3.A
  - Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs.
  - Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.

Revised Standard (Reflects metalinguistic, metacultural and metaracial understanding via (trans)raciolinguistics):
- Phonics and Word Recognition: CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.1.3.A
  - Know and understand the variations in spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs used by non-racialized monolingual students and linguistically diverse (immigrant) students of color.

Rationale/Purpose/Context of the Lesson:
- This lesson is designed to allow students who are non-racialized and/or monolingual to identify and understand the differences in spelling-sound correspondences presented by (immigrant) students of color who are linguistically diverse. This lesson allows students to move beyond one acceptable notion how accurate spelling sound correspondences are represented and allow them to envision differences in the sounds of common digraphs when leveraged by different racialized and linguistically diverse (immigrant) populations. This is especially important for students of color to feel that their racialized languages and literacies are valued in classrooms. One of the digraphs that are commonly presented differently by students such as Fred from the English-speaking Caribbean is the digraph "th" and which can easily be assumed to be incorrect in the writing and speaking of the immigrant child of color. For this purpose, this lesson is focused on the digraph, "th".

Previous Knowledge:
- Students have already explored the term "consonant digraphs" and are familiar with some consonant digraphs, including the digraph "th".
**Objectives/Learning Outcomes** (Include metalinguistic, metacultural and metacultural outcomes in objectives):

- **Identify** spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs used by linguistically diverse (immigrant) students of color.
- **Differentiate** spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs used by linguistically diverse student of color as compared to their White, monolingual (and/or American) peers.
- **Appreciate** the difference in spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs presented with confidence by linguistically diverse (immigrant) students of color.

**Instructional Materials:**

- **Video**

**Instructional Procedures and Assessment:**

- Teacher introduces students to a video of two children engaged in conversation while playing, one who is a student of color and one who isn't. Students are allowed to listen to and observe both students in conversation for about 1-3 minutes and asked, what do they notice about the children. Students are prompted to think about how the students look, how they sound, what is different, what do they understand and how do they feel about the two students based on how these students look and sound.

- Teacher reminds students of what a digraph is: "two letters that make one sound." Teacher presents the spelling-sound correspondence for a common consonant digraph "th" guiding students to pronounce the digraph by reminding them of words in which the digraph can be found. Students are then reminded to use a hand signal to illustrate that a digraph brings 2 letters together to create 1 new sound. For example: Teacher shows students 2 fingers then crosses these fingers to illustrate how 2 become 1. Students follow by showing 2 fingers and then crossing these fingers to illustrate how 2 become 1.

- Teacher replays video and invites students to listen for the digraph "th" as used by students in the video. She prompts students to recognize the differences in how it is pronounced by the child of color and the non-racialized child.

- Teacher indicates to students that many of the people they will meet sometimes say sounds differently depending on how they look and this is different but okay. She invites students to consider countries where the digraph "th" might be pronounced differently and that it can seem different when it is said by students from different backgrounds.

- Teacher has students draw an image to indicate how they will respond to a child who uses the digraph "th" differently from them.